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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Robustness against environmental perturbations, particularly ambient temperature variations, is a key property of living systems. Thermal robustness has been reported recently in the signaling process of bacterial chemotaxis in *E*. *coli* \[[@pone.0171263.ref001]\] and in Notch signaling in the development of *Drosophila* \[[@pone.0171263.ref002]\]. A prominent and intensively investigated example of thermal robustness is temperature compensation in circadian clocks; circadian clocks are ubiquitous in life forms from bacteria to humans \[[@pone.0171263.ref003]--[@pone.0171263.ref005]\]. Despite temperature changes, circadian clocks maintain endogenous and robust rhythmic activities with a period of approximately 24 hours in harmony with the environmental daily rhythm. A temperature-independent period and entrainment by zeitgebers are two fundamental qualities of circadian clocks. Over the past two decades, the molecular basis of circadian clocks, which is generally a network of transcription-translation feedback loops \[[@pone.0171263.ref003], [@pone.0171263.ref006], [@pone.0171263.ref007]\], has been delineated using model organisms \[[@pone.0171263.ref008]--[@pone.0171263.ref010]\]. Several explanations for the phenomena of temperature compensation have been proposed. A popular and mathematically natural mechanism is antagonistic balance \[[@pone.0171263.ref011]--[@pone.0171263.ref021]\], in which the temperature-independent period is achieved by a delicate balance that requires fine-tuning of parameters. To account for robustness to mutations in circadian clock genes and, consequently, changes in kinetic rate constants and activation energies, a switch-like mechanism has been proposed \[[@pone.0171263.ref022]\]. Another scheme without the need for fine-tuning parameter values was proposed for systems with several reactions catalyzed by a common enzyme, in which the temperature compensation is based on an enzyme-limited mechanism \[[@pone.0171263.ref023], [@pone.0171263.ref024]\]. A recent notable explanation attributed compensation to an adaptation that buffers temperature changes \[[@pone.0171263.ref025], [@pone.0171263.ref026]\] via a temperature-insensitive core oscillator coupled to a specific adaptive temperature signaling pathway.

These explanations for the mechanism of circadian clocks have explained temperature compensation at the system level. As supported by experimental evidence, the temperature-independent oscillation period is most likely a system-level property \[[@pone.0171263.ref024], [@pone.0171263.ref027]\]. In addition to the influence of nonlinearity in reaction kinetics, this remarkable property could also be rooted in the network architecture of elementary steps and feedback loops that consist of the circadian clock. As most biochemical reactions must overcome an energy barrier *E*~*i*~ with the aid of enzymes, the reaction rate could be plausibly written in Arrhenius form, *k*~*i*~\~exp(−*E*~*i*~/*RT*). Temperature compensation is mathematically described by the following antagonistic balance, $$\frac{dlnP\left( T \right)}{dT} = {\sum_{i}{\frac{\partial lnP}{\partial lnk_{i}}\frac{dlnk_{i}}{dT} = \frac{1}{RT^{2}}{\sum_{i}{C_{i}E_{i} = 0}}}}$$ where *C*~*i*~, defined as $\frac{\partial lnP}{\partial lnk_{i}}$, is the control coefficient obeying the summation theorem Σ~*i*~*C*~*i*~ = −1 \[[@pone.0171263.ref017]\], and *E*~*i*~ is the activation energy. Generally, the oscillation period *P* depends in an unknown way on all constants in the model. The activation energies are properties of the individual reaction steps. However, the control coefficients could be involved in the underlying reaction network as a whole. That is, temperature-compensated oscillators could depend strongly on the topologies of the network. The function of temperature compensation would impose constraints on the circuit topologies of the circadian oscillators, and there might be only a limited number of network topologies that are capable of robust temperature-compensated oscillations (TCOs). This raises the question of what core structures and design principles of biochemical oscillators featuring a temperature-independent period are commonly shared by circadian clocks. Philosophically, structure determines function, and the topology of networks is key to understanding their central properties \[[@pone.0171263.ref028]--[@pone.0171263.ref031]\]. The core topologies capturing the backbone of practically complex networks have been investigated for simple functions such as oscillations \[[@pone.0171263.ref032]\], adaptation \[[@pone.0171263.ref033]\] switch-like responses \[[@pone.0171263.ref034]\], dose-response alignment \[[@pone.0171263.ref035]\] and patterning in response to morphogen gradients \[[@pone.0171263.ref036]\].

In this paper, we intend to investigate the mechanism and design principles of oscillations with temperature-independent periods and to provide general guidance for designing genetic oscillators with this property. We consider theoretically simple genetic regulatory networks and perform a complete search for networks capable of oscillations with a temperature-independent period. We enumerate two- and three-node networks by imposing the constraints of oscillations and a temperature-independent oscillation period and focus on the core network topologies and design principles of TCOs. The function of temperature compensation shows a preference in the wiring diagram of the underlying networks. We find four network motifs, namely, a delayed negative feedback oscillator, repressilator, activator-inhibitor oscillator and substrate-depletion oscillator, whose hybrids constitute the vast majority of our targeted network topologies. Analyses show that most of the networks that can perform robust oscillations with temperature-compensated oscillation period are typically combinations of two types of core motifs that are complementary to each other, i.e., one type is more robust for achieving oscillation but is weaker for compensation, and the other type is more robust for having a temperature-independent oscillation period but is fragile for oscillations. An insulation mechanism for the temperature-compensated period is adopted generally: the oscillation period is controlled by very few parameters that are insensitive to temperature changes. This mechanism avoids changes in the oscillation period due to temperature variations and generates circadian rhythms that are robust against environmental perturbations.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Searching networks capable of achieving a temperature-compensated oscillation period {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A temperature-compensated oscillation period is defined by an oscillation period that remains constant when the temperature changes significantly. To gain insight into the core structure and design principle of TCO networks, we exhaustively enumerated all topologies with less than three nodes to identify genetic interaction circuits that could generate TCOs. Although practical circadian clocks featuring temperature compensation mostly have more than three nodes, they can be coarsely grained to simple networks with fewer nodes. We restricted this analysis to consider simple networks with three nodes due to the limitation of computational power and time restrictions for the exhaustive exploration of networks with more nodes.

We considered a total of 2423 topologically non-equivalent network topologies with two and three nodes (see [Methods](#sec011){ref-type="sec"}). Each node in the network represents a gene and its protein production. A directional link, → or ⊸, from one node to another denotes that the protein production of one gene regulates the expression of the other gene as a positive or negative transcription factor. Dynamical behaviors of the interacting genes were determined by rate equations in the form of a set of coupled ordinary differential equations \[[@pone.0171263.ref026], [@pone.0171263.ref037]\] that describe the time evolution of protein concentrations. The rate equation for a network node consists of three parts: the basal expression rate; the rate contributed by transcriptional factors; and the degradation rate due to proteases or increased cell size. Temperature effects were introduced theoretically into the dynamics by means of the Arrhenius law. We assume that all rate constants are temperature dependent \[[@pone.0171263.ref038], [@pone.0171263.ref039]\], and the corresponding activation energies are sampled uniformly in the range from 1KJ/mol to 100KJ/mol; the remaining parameters are temperature independent. The Arrhenius equation used here may provide a simplified estimate of the complicated temperature dependence of actual cellular (transcription and translation) processes.

We randomly assigned 10,000 sets of parameter combinations for each topology using the Latin hypercube sampling method \[[@pone.0171263.ref040]\]. For several simple topologies, random sampling has been expanded to 100,000. A certain topology and a set of parameters constitute a transcriptional regulation circuit. For each circuit, we first checked whether it is oscillatory. Subsequently, we assessed the TCO property of an oscillating circuit by calculating the relative standard deviation (RSD) of oscillation periods obtained at different temperatures in the range from 283K to 303K. Circuits with RSD below 10% were considered capable of TCO. To evaluate the overall performance of each topology, we chose to characterize its oscillation and TCO ability based on Q- and q-values, respectively. The Q-value was defined for a topology as the number of parameter sets from the total 10,000 sets that can maintain oscillations. Similarly, the q-value was defined as the number of parameter sets that can achieve TCO. The Q- and q-values are estimates of the volumes in the parameter space that allow oscillation and TCOs, respectively. These values were adopted individually as measures of robustness to achieve oscillations and the temperature compensation.

Structural characteristics of TCO networks {#sec004}
------------------------------------------

### Different topologies vary greatly in robustness to achieve TCO {#sec005}

Among all possible distinct topologies, more than half had at least one sampled set of parameters to maintain oscillations when temperature was scanned. From 1504 oscillatory topologies, we identified 787 distinct topologies with at least one set of parameter combinations to oscillate with temperature compensation. The q-values of these TCO topologies, which measure the ability to achieve TCO, vary greatly, and very few have relatively large q-values. The number of TCO topologies falls exponentially with increasing q-value (See [S1 Fig](#pone.0171263.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This pattern implies that the function of robust TCO might strongly depend on the network topology.

The overall searching results are summarized in [Fig 1](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig 1a](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the distribution of oscillatory topologies in the Q-q space. The majority of the topologies aggregate on the left-bottom with small Q- and q-values. Only a small number have a relatively larger Q- or q-value, indicating that there are few topologies robust for generating oscillations (large Q-value) or robust for TCOs (large q-value). For further examination, we selected the best and worst topologies for TCO in the Q-q space. As highlighted in the upper frame in [Fig 1a](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"}, 35 networks with q-values greater than 8 are recognized as best for TCO. These networks have a relatively larger fractional parameter space for TCO. As denoted in the low frame, there are 35 networks with Q-values greater than 40 and a zero q-value, which are considered "worst" for TCO. These networks oscillate easily but encounter difficulty in finding parameter combinations to achieve temperature compensation.

![The overall performance of TCO networks.\
(a) Distribution of oscillatory topologies in Q-q-value space. Red triangles represent networks with at least one circuit with TCO, i.e., q-value \> 0; blue circles are for oscillatory networks that do not have TCO parameters, i.e., q-value = 0. Robust topologies with top q-values (q-value \> 8) are highlighted in the upper frame, which surrounds 35 networks that are best for TCO. There are another 35 "worst" topologies that are not thermally robust (q-value = 0) but have high Q-values (Q-value \> 40), as marked by the lower frame. (b) The TCO topologies in (a) are re-plotted in the space of q-value and number of links (k). The circle size is proportional to the number of topologies with a specific (q, k) combination. The best TCO topologies are highlighted again in the upper frame. Topologies with the least number of links (k = 3) are emphasized in the low square.](pone.0171263.g001){#pone.0171263.g001}

[Fig 1b](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"} shows the 787 TCO topologies distributed in the space of q-value and the number (k) of links. The q-k combinations for the best TCO topologies depicted in [Fig 1a](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"} are denoted by the upper frame. The topologies that are robust for TCO (with q-value \> 8) tend to have 5 to 8 edges. In particular, the 4 simplest topologies (highlighted in the low frame) have the least number of links. These simplest topologies with three links are of special interest because they are the minimal topologies that can achieve TCO. As will be shown in the following, these topologies are actually the core topologies or TCO motifs that combine to form complex and robust TCO networks.

### Structure decomposition of TCO networks {#sec006}

The four simplest TCO topologies with the least number of edges are depicted in [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Notably, these topologies are classical network motifs for oscillations: motifs A and B are the simplest negative feedback loops with three components and are called the delayed negative feedback oscillator \[[@pone.0171263.ref041]\] and repressilator \[[@pone.0171263.ref042]\], respectively. Both are classic mechanisms for periodic protein expression. Motifs C and D are the simplest two-component oscillators based on autocatalysis and are called the activator-inhibitor oscillator and substrate-depletion oscillator \[[@pone.0171263.ref043]\], respectively. While each of the simplest motifs yields oscillations, they differ drastically in their capacity for achieving temperature compensation. [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows that motifs A and B have obviously large Q-values but relatively small q-values. By contrast, the Q-values of motifs C and D are much smaller, but the q-values of these motifs are comparable with those of motifs A and B. To differentiate the basic motifs A, B, C, and D, we adopt the ratio q/Q as a measure of their ability to achieve temperature compensation in the premise of oscillations. The relative value q/Q is used because TCOs are first oscillatory. [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"} depicts that the ratios for motifs A and B (0.5% and 4%, respectively) are significantly smaller than for motifs C and D (17% and 22%, respectively). The data were recalculated by sampling tenfold additional parameter sets, and ratios of 1.76%, 6%, 16% and 18% were obtained individually for motifs A, B, C, and D. Based on these observations, the basic motifs can be roughly classified into two categories: one category that includes motifs A and B, which can readily achieve oscillations but are weak at achieving compensation; the other category is composed of motifs C and D, which are more thermally robust for temperature compensation in the premise of oscillation. Motif combinations of these two categories can reasonably yield topologies that are robust in TCOs (lager q-values).

![Structure decomposition of TCO networks.\
(a) The simplest network motifs with TCO, namely, delayed negative feedback oscillator (motif A), repressilator (motif B), activator-inhibitor (motif C) and substrate-depletion (motif D). Motifs A and B have relatively larger Q but smaller q/Q ratio compared with motifs C and D. (b) The distribution of TCO topologies in the q-value-and-motif-combination space coded by color. TCO topologies that do not contain any of motifs A, B, C, or D are classified as E-class (shown at the right end of the horizontal axis). The sum of topologies in each q-value range is shown on the right. The percentage of each type of circuit architecture in the corresponding q-value range is coded in color. Due to structural conflict in regulations, motif B and motif D cannot coexist in a three-node network so that combinations BD, ABD, BCD, ABCD (and similarly motif A and motif B combinations) are not permitted. (c) Several examples of TCO topologies composed of simple motifs or their combinations: C, BC, AC, ABC, ACD, together with one that falls in the E-class. The green, blue, pink and yellow areas denote motifs A, B, C and D, respectively.](pone.0171263.g002){#pone.0171263.g002}

Motifs A, B, C, and D play an essential role in the construction of TCO topologies. [Fig 2b](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the distribution of TCO topologies in the q-value-and-motif-combination space, which shows that the largest majority of TCO topologies adopt at least one of the four motifs or their combinations as their core structures. In [Fig 2b](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}, the q-value axis is coarse-grained into four intervals (i.e., the ranges 1--4, 5--8, 9--12, and over 12), and the total number of networks within each q-value range is shown on the right side. There are 16 types of motifs or motif combinations listed on the horizontal axis. A topology that contains motif A without motif B, C or D is classified as A-class, and a topology that contains motif A and B without motifs C and D is categorized as AB-class, etc. A small fraction (approximately 5%) of the 787 TCO topologies does not contain any of the four simplest motifs and are classified as E-class. The color represents the percentage of core structure type in the total 16 types within each q-value range. The percentage is obtained by dividing the number of network topologies with one of the 16 types of core structures by the total number of topologies whose q-value falls in the specific range. For example, 3 topologies only consist of motif C with q \> 12, and 11 topologies have q-values larger than 12; the "color" is therefore just the fraction 3/11 (about 27%).

From the perspective of structure composition, robust TCO networks prefer combinations of motifs from categories A, B and C, D, particularly the combination of motifs A and C. Motifs A, C and D are abundant in TCO topologies within the lowest q-value range. Among the TCO networks that we find, motif C plays a special role. Numerical examinations of TCO data for motif C reveal that the oscillation period is constrained to be sensitive to a few constants that are not affected significantly by temperature changes because they have low activation energies (A detailed analysis will be addressed later). This mechanism for TCOs could be preserved in networks containing motif C, particularly the combination with motif A, which is most robust for oscillations. As depicted in [Fig 2b](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}, motif C and its hybrids with motifs A, B, such as AC, ABC, ACD, are prominent in the relatively high q-value range (with qit). Other combinations, such as AD, BC, CD, also appear in TCO networks but have only small proportions. At first sight, the BC combination would be superior to the AC combination because motif B has even better q-value than motif A as depicted in [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}. This is in contrast with the results in [Fig 2b](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"} where the AC combination is more abundant than the BC combination. Checking into the network structures reveals that the AC combination is advantageous because the means for combining motif B and motif C is inherently less than that for AC combinations due to the special successive repression structure in motif B. That is, motif A and motif C can be much more flexibly combined than the BC combination. This makes the AC combination more abundant and advantageous. In the simplest networks of AC and BC combinations ([S2 Fig](#pone.0171263.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), there are three distinct AC combinations but with one BC combination. The advantage of AC combination over BC combination can be more clearly seen in the networks with high q-value (q \> 12) ([S3 Fig](#pone.0171263.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Fig 2c](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates several robust TCO topologies backboned with motif hybrids of A, B and C, D, together with a TCO topology of E-class, which could be essentially a variant of motif D.

### Structure comparison between the best and worst TCO networks {#sec007}

Because we checked the simulation data of these topologies with high Q- but zero q-values, the period susceptibility ∂*lnp*/∂*lnk*~*i*~·∂*lnk*~*i*~/∂*T* is dominantly negative, i.e., an increase in temperature accelerates the oscillation and decreases the oscillation period (see [S4 Fig](#pone.0171263.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By contrast, for the best TCO networks with high q-values, the positive and negative susceptibilities of rate constants are equally balanced. We consider the best 35 TCO topologies with top q-values and the worst 35 oscillatory networks with a zero q-value but highest Q-values (see [Fig 1](#pone.0171263.g001){ref-type="fig"}) and focus on the structural features that differ between these two categories of networks. The worst TCO topologies encounter difficulty in achieving antagonistic balance as expressed in [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. [Fig 3](#pone.0171263.g003){ref-type="fig"} depicts the analyses of structure clustering. In the clustering of the top TCO topologies ([Fig 3a](#pone.0171263.g003){ref-type="fig"}), the regulations commonly shared by this category of networks include the positive self-activation of node 1 (1act and the negative feedback loop between node 1 and node 2 (1→2, 2⊸1), which constitutes motif C. In addition, motif A, which is a negative feedback loop among the three nodes, is also most abundant in the best TCO networks. By contrast, clustering of the "worst" TCO networks ([Fig 3b](#pone.0171263.g003){ref-type="fig"}) shows that motif A is the sole backbone globally shared in the worst TCO networks. The results indicate that the chief difference between the best and worst networks is whether motif C appears in the network topology or not.

![Clustering of best and worst oscillatory networks for temperature compensation.\
(a) Clustering of 35 TCO networks with top q-values. (b) Clustering of 35 worst TCO networks with top Q-values but a zero q-value. Positive, negative and null regulations between the nodes are denoted by red, green and black, respectively. Each row demonstrates the interaction combination between Nodes 1, 2, 3 in a network. The skeletons depict typical network topologies and motif constituents as revealed in the clustering of both the best and worst TCO topologies, respectively. The right motifs C and A show individually the most common core structures in the two categories of networks.](pone.0171263.g003){#pone.0171263.g003}

The clustering analysis agrees with the results in [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}: motif A is the core motif for achieving robustness in oscillations, whereas motif C is the key factor for enhancing the thermal robustness of oscillations. These two core motifs can combine to produce stable oscillations with a period robust to temperature changes. To achieve simply the goal of oscillation, it is better to choose motif A as the core structure because its Q-value is large; however, for robust TCOs, motif C or its hybrid with motif A is recommended as the backbone of the oscillators.

Mechanism of temperature compensation {#sec008}
-------------------------------------

The realization of temperature-compensated oscillation relies on the satisfaction of [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} over a wide temperature range. From the general condition, TCOs depend on two key factors, i.e., the control coefficient *C*~*i*~ (which can be either positive or negative) and the activation energy *E*~*i*~ (which is always positive). *C*~*i*~ depends on temperature in a complex manner, which complicates mathematical analysis of TCOs. To investigate the mechanisms of TCOs, we calculated the control coefficients *C*~*i*~s and activation energies *E*~*i*~s for all TCO circuits. The *C*~i~\~*T* dependences would be very different for different realizations of TCOs, even for the same TCO topology. [Fig 4](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the control coefficients as a function of temperature when TCOs are realized with the basic motifs A, B, C, and D. The pairwise comparison in the upper and lower rows for these motifs illustrates that the *C*~i~\~*T* dependences are diversified. More examples of TCO and non-TCO examples for motifs A, B, C, and D and hybrid topologies are illustrated in [S5](#pone.0171263.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pone.0171263.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs in the Supporting Information.

![Control coefficients for simple TCO motifs.\
The temperature dependence of the control coefficient *C*~*i*~ (defined as ∂*lnP*/∂*lnk*~*i*~), which measures the parameter sensitivity of the oscillation period, is depicted for motifs A (*a*~1~, *a*~2~), B (*b*~1~, *b*~2~), C (*c*~1~, *c*~2~) and D (*d*~1~, *d*~2~), respectively, with each topology having two sets of parameters for TCOs. The parameter values used in our calculation of these TCOs are provided in the [S1 Text](#pone.0171263.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](pone.0171263.g004){#pone.0171263.g004}

Theoretically, the balance of [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be achieved in different ways. The simplest is to have zero or near-zero activation energies for all reactions. This situation is trivial because the TCO has no structural preference. A general case would be that the oscillation period depends extensively on the reaction constants and that the reaction rates are sensitive to temperature changes (i.e., with large *C*~*i*~*s* and *E*~*i*~*s*). With increments in the temperature and thus in the reaction constants, the oscillation is either typically accelerated by the rates with negative *C*~*i*~*s* or hindered atypically by those with positive *C*~*i*~*s*. A balance is delicately maintained between the two opposing effects to ensure a temperature-independent oscillation period. In this case, the antagonistic balance imposes constraints on the parameters and is called distributed temperature compensation \[[@pone.0171263.ref018]\]. This antagonistic balance was observed in the TCO topologies we screened. As illustrated in panels b~1~, b~2~, c~1~, d~1~, and d~2~ of [Fig 4](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}, TCOs were realized antagonistically by proper combinations of activation energies.

The second mechanism is the temperature insulation scheme. In this situation, reactions with control coefficients of large amplitude can strongly impact the oscillation period. These reactions are insensitive to the temperature due to their small activation energies, which prevents temperature changes from affecting the oscillation period. In this case, other parameters could still be strongly temperature-dependent without affecting the oscillation period significantly because their control coefficients are of small amplitude. As reported in \[[@pone.0171263.ref025]\], the Goodwin model for the circadian clock also achieves temperature compensation via this mechanism. The insulation mechanism was frequently observed in our findings. As illustrated in panels a~1~, a~2~ and c~2~ in [Fig 4](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}, only one or two reaction rates have *C*~*i*~*s* of relatively large amplitude. The insulation mechanism is particularly apparent in [Fig 4*a*~1~ and 4*a*~2~](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}, where no substantially positive control coefficients exist. These results confirm that the activation energies corresponding to the large-amplitude *C*~*i*~ are relatively small.

[Fig 5](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows that the temperature insulation scheme was widely adopted in TCOs in motif C. The vertical axis in [Fig 5*a*](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"} is the control coefficient *C*~*i*~ averaged over the examined temperature range in different TCO realizations for motif C. On average, all rate constants but one have control coefficients close to zero (refer to the blue circles for r~2~, which is the degradation rate constant for Node 2), showing that changes in most rate constants do not affect the oscillation period significantly. The unique rate constant r~2~ that has a large absolute value of *C*~*i*~ dominates the oscillation period. The activation energies depicted in [Fig 5b](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"} indicate that the activation energy is lowest for *r*~2~ (blue circles). Thus, the most dangerous changes in *r*~2~ are shielded from temperature fluctuations. [Fig 5c](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"}, which was generated by multiplying $\overline{C_{i}}$ in [Fig 5*a*](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"} and the corresponding *E*~*i*~ in [Fig 5*b*](#pone.0171263.g005){ref-type="fig"}, shows that the products $\overline{C_{i}}E_{i}$ are apparently distributed in the neighborhood of the horizontal axis and that their sum is effectively zero (grey circles). In [S7](#pone.0171263.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S8](#pone.0171263.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs, more examples of temperature insulation are depicted for motifs A, B, and D as well as for several more complex topologies hybridized from the core motifs. The key for achieving TCOs in these topologies is that the oscillation period is controlled by the rate constants that are robust against temperature changes and is insensitive to other rate constants that might depend significantly on temperature. A more detailed examination of the time series for the temperature insulation mechanism in motif C is illustrated in [S9 Fig](#pone.0171263.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and explained in the [S1 Text](#pone.0171263.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Achieving TCOs in motif C.\
(a) Averaged control coefficient ${\overline{C}}_{i}$ over the examined temperature range for different parameter combinations. The error bar is the standard deviation. The horizontal axis is the index for circuits with different TCO parameters for motif C. The decay rate constant *r*~2~ has the largest amplitude and dominates the oscillation period. The data were obtained by computations of 100,000 parameter samplings. (b) The activation energies for the rate constants corresponding to the control coefficients in (a). The activation energies for *r*~2~ fall primarily on the bottom. (c) is the product $\overline{C_{i}}E_{i}$ of the data in (a) and (b).](pone.0171263.g005){#pone.0171263.g005}

[Fig 6](#pone.0171263.g006){ref-type="fig"} depicts the accumulated positive *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~ against the negative *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~ for 398 different TCO realizations in the 35 best TCO topologies. The scattering points are distributed mostly along the diagonal line, suggesting that an antagonistic balance scheme is adopted in these TCOs. For the worst TCO topologies that support oscillations but are limited in their ability to achieve a temperature-independent oscillation period, the scattering points in the ${\sum_{C_{i} > 0}{C_{i}E_{i}vs.}}{\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}}$ plane deviate drastically from the diagonal line, indicating the violation of [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} for these oscillations with a temperature-dependent period (Refer to [S4 Fig](#pone.0171263.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the two distinctive temperature dependences of *C*~*i*~ in [Fig 4c~1~ and 4c~2~](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we further examined the mean $\overline{C_{i}}E_{i}$ contributed by the component constants. As illustrated in [Fig 6b](#pone.0171263.g006){ref-type="fig"}, $\overline{C_{i}}E_{i}$ for the constant *v*~11~ is a relatively large positive value, and $\frac{C_{i}E_{i}}{RT^{2}} \approx 0$. It is balanced by the negative contributions from the remaining constants, v~21~, r~1~, and r~2~. For the case of Figs [4c~2~](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [6c](#pone.0171263.g006){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~ for each constant is very small and $\frac{C_{i}E_{i}}{RT^{2}}$ is effectively near zero, so that [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"} is satisfied by having each $\frac{C_{i}E_{i}}{RT^{2}} \approx 0$. A near-zero value of each $\frac{C_{i}E_{i}}{RT^{2}}$ is featured in the TCOs that are realized by the temperature insulation approach.

![Mechanism of temperature compensation.\
(a) Accumulation of *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~ with *C*~*i*~ \> 0 plotted against that with *C*~*i*~ \< 0 for 398 different TCO realizations in the 35 best TCO topologies. The sums $\sum_{C_{i} > 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ and $\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ are averaged over the examined temperature range and plotted in logarithmic scale with an inverted horizontal axis. (b) The mean *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~*s* corresponding to the *C*~*i*~\~*T* dependencies in [Fig 4c~1~](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}. (c) The mean *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~*s* corresponding to the *C*~*i*~\~*T* dependencies in [Fig 4c~2~](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"}. The averages were calculated over the temperature range \[283K, 303K\].](pone.0171263.g006){#pone.0171263.g006}

TCO motifs as the backbone of circadian clocks across species {#sec009}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In the classic view of a circadian clock, the daily cellular rhythm is heavily based on a core transcription-translation feedback loop in which positive factors activate the expression of clock genes that encode negative regulators that inhibit the activities of the positive elements \[[@pone.0171263.ref003], [@pone.0171263.ref004]\]. The transcription-dependent clock mechanism, which is topologically a delayed negative feedback motif for oscillations (motif A in [Fig 2a](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}), is highly conserved across species. [Table 1](#pone.0171263.t001){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the core interactions in circadian clocks across several species, together with the corresponding simple TCO motifs or motif compositions. The circadian clocks in *Neurospora* \[[@pone.0171263.ref044]\], *Arabidopsis* \[[@pone.0171263.ref045], [@pone.0171263.ref046]\], *Drosophila* \[[@pone.0171263.ref047], [@pone.0171263.ref048]\], birds \[[@pone.0171263.ref049]\] and mammals \[[@pone.0171263.ref050], [@pone.0171263.ref051]\] share TCO motif A as their backbone, although the components vary among species. For example, in mammals, the transcription activators CLOCK and BMAL1 form complexes that bind to the conserved E/E'-box sequences in the promoter regions of the target genes *Per* and *Cry* to activate their transcription; in turn, the PER and CRY proteins form heterodimers in the cytoplasm and translocate back to the nucleus to inhibit BMAL1:CLOCK-mediated gene expression \[[@pone.0171263.ref050]\]. In mammals (and similarly in *Drosophila* and birds), interlocked with the core transcription feedback loop is a second transcription-translation feedback that is generated by the BMAL1:CLOCK-activated transcription of *Rev*-*Erbα* and *Rora* and subsequent repression (mediated by REV-ERB*α*) and activation (mediated by RORa) of *Bmal1*. This second feedback is topologically expressed as motif C in [Table 1](#pone.0171263.t001){ref-type="table"}, where the positive loop is abbreviated by self-activation of BMAL1/CLOCK. For the mammalian circadian clock, it was revealed recently that the complex transcriptional-translational clock machinery can be reduced minimally to a simple circuit that is a composite of two oscillatory motifs, i.e., a delayed feedback loop (motif A) and repressilator (motif B) \[[@pone.0171263.ref051]\]. The minimal regulatory network of the mammalian circadian clock consists of three regulatory DNA elements, the E/E'-box, the D-box in the regulatory region of *Cry1*, and the RREs in its intron, which form the delayed negative feedback loop "E/E'-box→D-box→RRE⊸E/E'-box" and the repressilator "E/E'-box⊸RRE⊸D-box⊸E/E'-box". These two oscillatory network motifs constitute a combinational TCO topology of AB type ([Table 1](#pone.0171263.t001){ref-type="table"}). In *Arabidopsis*, a repressilator structure was recently identified as a core integrated element of the complex machinery of the circadian clock \[[@pone.0171263.ref045]\]. The cyanobacterium circadian clock is a unique transcription-independent oscillator (motif C) whose components KaiA, KaiB and KaiC have been demonstrated to compose a temperature-compensated circadian clock in the presence of ATP *in vitro* \[[@pone.0171263.ref052]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0171263.t001

###### Core interactions in circadian clocks across species.

![](pone.0171263.t001){#pone.0171263.t001g}

  Organisms                                   Core circuits of positive/negative elements         TCO Motifs   Ref.
  ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------ ----------------------------------------------------
  *Cyanobacteria*                             ↻ KaiC(P) → KaiB ⊸ KaiC(P)                          C            \[[@pone.0171263.ref052]\]
  *Neurospora*                                WCC → *Frq* → FRQ ⊸ WCC                             A            \[[@pone.0171263.ref044]\]
  *Arabidopsis*                               CCA1/LHY ⊸ EC ⊸ PRRs ⊸ CCA1/LHY                     B            \[[@pone.0171263.ref045], [@pone.0171263.ref046]\]
  CCA1/LHY → PRRs ⊸ LHY → CCA1/LHY            A                                                                
  *Drosophila*                                dCLK/CYC → *Per*/*Tim* → PER/TIM ⊸ dCLK/CYC         A            \[[@pone.0171263.ref047], [@pone.0171263.ref048]\]
  ↻ CLK/CYC → *Per*/*Tim* ⊸ CLK/CYC           C                                                                
  *Avian*                                     CLOCK/BMAL1 → *Per*/*Cry* → PER/CRY ⊸ CLOCK/BMAL1   A            \[[@pone.0171263.ref049]\]
  ↻CLOCK/BMAL1 → *Per*/*Cry* ⊸ CLOCK/BMAL1    C                                                                
  *Mammals*                                   CLOCK/BMAL1 → *Per/Cry* → PER/CRY ⊸ CLOCK/BMAL1     A            \[[@pone.0171263.ref050], [@pone.0171263.ref051]\]
  ↻ CLOCK/BMAL1 → *Rev*-*Erb* ⊸ CLOCK/BMAL1   C                                                                
  E/E'-box → D-box → RRE ⊸ E/E'-box           A                                                                
  E/E'-box ⊸ RRE ⊸ D-box ⊸ E/E'-box           B                                                                

The central structures and corresponding TCO motifs or motif compositions of circadian clocks from low to high organisms. X → Y (X ⊸ Y) denotes that X has a positive (negative) influence on the abundance of Y. ↻ Kai is an abbreviation for the auto-phosphorylation of KaiC with the help of KaiA. For *Drosophila*, avian and mammals, the regulation ↻ X is a reduced description of the process that X up-regulates itself by promoting the transcription of its activator. E/E'-box, D-box, and RRE refer to the three regulatory DNA elements in the mammalian circadian clock.

Discussion {#sec010}
==========

From the general condition for TCOs [(Eq 1)](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the temperature-independent oscillation period involves two key factors, the control coefficient Ci and the activation energy Ei. The value of Ei is locally determined by the properties of the chemical reaction steps, which depend on the specific protein structures. Mutations can alter the chemical properties of proteins and thus the values of Ei, and appropriate protein mutations would lead to satisfaction of [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}\[[@pone.0171263.ref021]\]. In this paper, we focused on the role of the other key factor, i.e., the control coefficient Ci in [Eq 1](#pone.0171263.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In contrast to the factor Ei, which is local, the control coefficient depends on the whole network topologies of the underlying biochemical interactions. This dependence is complex and difficult to resolve analytically. The main hypothesis of this work is that the network architecture plays an important role in TCOs. To test this hypothesis, networks for topologies preferred by TCOs were enumerated in the present study. Second, the temperature enters our models in the form of Arrhenius law. This is a simplification and assumption of the influence of temperature on gene expression. The real situation would be much more complex because gene transcription, mRNA processing, translation, protein stability, and protein-protein interactions \[[@pone.0171263.ref053]\] all depend strongly on temperature.

Temperature compensation is a quality that depends compositely on the oscillations, and the circadian clock is a paradigm of bi-functional machinery. Using simple gene regulatory models, we have explored theoretically the design principles and core network topologies that this ubiquitous bi-function would prefer. By enumerating all topologies with three genes with transcriptional interactions, we find four simplest network motifs for TCO: delayed negative feedback (motif A), repressilator (motif B), activator-inhibitor (motif C) and substrate-depletion (motif D). These simple network motifs are core topologies for composite oscillations to constitute the vast majority of network topologies that can achieve TCOs. The four TCO motifs fall in two categories and are biased in their capacities for oscillation and the temperature-independent period. The delayed negative feedback oscillator and repressilator are biased toward oscillations, whereas the activator-inhibitor oscillator and substrate-depletion oscillator are superior in thermal robust oscillations. Our results propose that thermally robust oscillations can be plausibly achieved by hybridizing these two categories of network motifs.

Temperature compensation was observed to be accomplished via two mechanisms. The first is the distributed scenario or antagonistic balance, which imposes global constraints on all parameters. The oscillation period sensitively depends on an extensive number of parameters, and period-increasing effects are delicately cancelled out by the opposing period-decreasing effects to achieve a temperature-independent oscillation period. The second approach identified by our findings is the temperature insulation mechanism, in which the oscillation period is determined by a very few temperature-independent or only slightly temperature-dependent parameters, although other parameters could still strongly depend on the temperature. Apparently, temperature compensation based on the distributed mechanism relies on all parameters and is fragile against perturbations such as gene mutations. The insulation scheme is superior to the distributed mechanism because it is more robust against parameter variations. Indeed, as summarized in \[[@pone.0171263.ref022]\], the robustness against extensive gene mutations of circadian clocks has been experimentally verified in *N*. *crassa* and *D*. *melanogaster*. The mechanism in which the oscillation period is controlled by a few temperature-insensitive factors has been theoretically investigated in the cyanobacterial circadian clock \[[@pone.0171263.ref054]\]. In this instance, the ATPase-mediated delay dominates the oscillation period, and a thermally robust clock is ensured by the insensitivity of ATPase to temperature variations. Our results indicate that the oscillation amplitude of TCOs depends on the temperature. Beyond the temperature-independent oscillation period that we focused on, temperature entrainment is another defining property of circadian clocks that was not discussed in this work. In a circadian clock, the oscillation phase can be shifted by temperature pulses, and the oscillation period can also be entrained by temperature oscillations of small amplitude \[[@pone.0171263.ref055]\]. In addition, the cycle shape and the phase relationship can remain unchanged at different but constant temperatures \[[@pone.0171263.ref026]\]. These properties might cast additional constraints on the topology structures for circadian clocks.

Methods {#sec011}
=======

Enumeration of 2-node and 3-node networks {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------

We adopted a 3a adjacency matrix *J* to describe the topological structure of the networks. The element *J*~*ij*~ can be 1, -1 or 0, which indicate that Node *j* activates Node *i*, inhibits Node *i*, or has no interaction with Node *i*, respectively. There are nine possible regulations among the three nodes, and each regulation might be positive, negative or null. This yields a total of 3^9^ = 19683 possible networks. Those networks with an isolated node with no regulation of the remaining nodes were considered 2-node networks. To reduce the network space for exhaustive exploration, we excluded redundant networks that are topologically equivalent (e.g., the topology A ⊸ B ⊸ C ⊸ A is topologically equivalent to the one in which B ⊸ A ⊸ C ⊸ B.). We thus have a total of 2423 distinct topologies, of which there are 2384 three-node topologies and 39 two-node topologies

Ordinary differential equations for genetic regulatory networks {#sec013}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To describe dynamical behaviors of genetic interaction networks, we adopted the general model for transcription interactions \[[@pone.0171263.ref037]\]. The protein production rate of gene *i* was determined by the matrix elements *J*~*ij*~, *j* = 1,2,3, whose values represent the nature of regulation. For the case in which a gene is regulated by more than one transcription factor, competitive binding at the regulatory site was considered. The rate contribution of transcriptional regulation was given by a multi-dimensional input function of Hill-function form \[[@pone.0171263.ref037]\]. Together with the basal expression and a linear form of the degradation rate, the full protein production rate for gene *i* takes the following form; $$\frac{dx_{i}}{dt} = \delta_{i} + \frac{\sum_{(j|J_{ij} = 1)}v_{ij}\left( \frac{x_{j}}{K_{ij}} \right)^{n}}{1 + \sum_{(j|J_{ij} \neq 0)}\left( \frac{x_{j}}{K_{ij}} \right)^{n}} - r_{i}x_{i}$$ where *x*~*i*~ is the protein concentration expressed from gene *i*; *K*~*ij*~ is the dissociation constant; and *n* is the Hill coefficient. We fix *n* = 3; a higher value of *n* would promote oscillation but would not significantly alter our results. *δ*~*i*~ is the basal rate (*δ*~*i*~ = 0.01). The maximal rate *v*~*ij*~ and the decay coefficient *r*~*i*~ are assumed to depend on temperature. The rate of chemical reactions has generally a strong temperature dependence. Because most biochemical reactions have an energy barrier that is overcome with the help of enzymes, the rate could be plausibly written in the Arrhenius form: $$k = Ae^{- \frac{E}{RT}},$$ where *E* is the activation energy and *A*, *R* and *T* are the pre-exponential factor, the gas constant and the Kelvin temperature, respectively. Considering that the basal expression level *δ*~*i*~ is rather small compared to the other rates and that the dissociation constant *K*~*ij*~ is the ratio of the dissociation to association rate, we assumed that the parameters *δ*~*i*~ and *K*~*ij*~ were fixed in our model. Protein synthetic processes depend on temperature in a complex manner \[[@pone.0171263.ref038], [@pone.0171263.ref039]\]. The temperature dependence given by the Arrhenius equation in our model provides theoretically a simplified estimate of the complicated temperature dependence of actual protein synthesis. The parameters of *K*~*ij*~, *v*~*ij*~ and *r*~*i*~ were sampled uniformly at the logarithmic scale using the Latin hypercube sampling method. The sampling ranges of these parameters were *K*~*ij*~\~10^−2^ − 10^2^ a.u., *v*~*ij*~\~10^0^ − 10^2^ a.u. and *r*~*i*~\~10^−1^ − 10^1^ a.u. In addition, the parameters of *E*~*i*~ were sampled uniformly from 1KJ/mol to 100 KJ/mol.

Assessment of TCO capacity for each oscillatory circuit {#sec014}
-------------------------------------------------------

For a given network topology and a randomly sampled set of parameters, we first examined whether spontaneous oscillations are sustained under proper initial conditions. For a circuit that oscillates in the whole range of temperature \[283K, 303K\], we verified the oscillation periods at five temperatures uniformly spaced in the temperature range (i.e., 283K, 288K, 293K, 298K, 303K). The capacity for an oscillatory circuit to achieve TCO was estimated by the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the oscillation periods. For an RSD less than 10%, the circuit was considered capable of performing compensated oscillations.

Calculation for the control coefficients of the oscillation period {#sec015}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The control coefficient of the oscillation period (*C*~*i*~) is defined as ∂*lnp/*∂*lnk*~*i*~ and is numerically calculated. For each 1% increment in each rate constant, we calculate the corresponding relative change in the oscillation period. The control coefficient (*C*~*i*~) is obtained by calculating the ratio $\frac{\frac{\Delta P}{P}}{\frac{\Delta k_{i}}{k_{i}}}$.

Supporting Information {#sec016}
======================

###### The values of Q, q and q/Q for simple motifs in 100,000 randomly searched parameter sets.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Distribution of oscillatory topologies in q-value space.

The number of topologies falls off exponentially with increasing q-value, with very few topologies having large q-values. A total of 1504 oscillatory topologies were obtained by checking all possible networks and randomly sampling 10,000 parameter combinations. The capacity for temperature compensation was evaluated by the number (i.e., q-value) of parameter samplings that can achieve roughly fixed oscillation periods.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The simplest combinational networks of BC and AC.

There are one kind of BC combination and three kinds of AC combinations. The numbers under each network represent the corresponding Q-value and q-value in 10,000 sets of sampling. Different AC combinations have different effects in promoting TCOs. The last two kinds of AC combinations are much better than the first one in achieving TCOs.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The networks in the uppermost row in [Fig 2b](#pone.0171263.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

There are two kinds of ABC combinations, five kinds of AC combinations, one kind of BC combination and three kinds of topologies only containing motif C. The numbers under each network represent the corresponding Q-value and q-value in 10,000 sets of sampling.

(EPS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Oscillations with a temperature-dependent period.

The sum $\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ is plotted against $\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ for non-TCO oscillations generated by 400 circuits with the worst 35 TCO topologies. The sums $\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ and $\sum_{C_{i} < 0}{C_{i}E_{i}}$ were averaged over the evaluated temperature range and plotted on a logarithmic scale with an inverted horizontal axis. The scattering points deviate drastically from the diagonal line. These non-TCO circuits are randomly generated by the worst TCO networks. The *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~*s* are predominantly negative; thus, an increase in the temperature accelerates the oscillations and decreases the period.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Temperature-dependence of control coefficients multiplied by activation energies for simple motifs.

The temperature dependence of elasticity *C*~*i*~ is demonstrated for motifs A (*a*~1~, *a*~2~), B (*b*~1~, *b*~2~), C (*c*~1~, *c*~2~) and D (*d*~1~, *d*~2~). Each topology has one set of TCO parameters that can achieve antagonistic balance (*a*~1~, *b*~1,~ *c*~1~, *d*~1~ in the upper row) and another non-TCO set that is not balanced (*a*~2~, *b*~2,~ *c*~2~, *d*~2~ in the lower row).

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Temperature dependence of the control coefficients multiplied by the activation energies for combinational topologies.

Examples of *C*~*i*~*E*~*i*~ for a topology composed of motifs A and C (*a*~1~, *a*~2~) and a topology of motifs B and C (*b*~1~, *b*~2~), each with one set of TCO (up row) and non-TCO (low row) parameters.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The mean and deviation of the control coefficients for motifs A, B and D.

The sensitivity *C*~*i*~ is averaged over the temperature range from 283K to 303K. The error bar is the standard deviation of elasticity *C*~*i*~. The horizontal axis is the index for circuits with different parameters but a common topology. The data were obtained by expanding the sampling from 10,000 to 100,000 to examine more TCO circuits.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The mean and deviation of the control coefficients for combinational topologies.

The temperature-averaged control coefficients for combinational topologies of motifs A and C (a), B and C (b), A and D (c), C and C (d), A, B and C (e), and A, C and D (f). In the data for these TCO topologies, there is normally a dominant parameter with a relatively larger control coefficient that can exert a strong influence on the oscillation frequency.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Temporal division of time-series for motif C.

The oscillation period is divided roughly into four stages according to the concentration of node 2: the mainly rising phase *τ*~1~, the mainly falling phase *τ*~3~ and the transient phases between the rising and falling phases *τ*~2~,*τ*~4~. The oscillation period is mainly determined by the rising (*τ*~1~) and falling (*τ*~3~) phases, which are dominated by the parameter *r*~2~

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supporting Information, contains Temperature sensitivity of the oscillation period for TCO topologies, the TCO mechanism for motif C and motif B, parameters for circuits depicted in Figs [4](#pone.0171263.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#pone.0171263.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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